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An Advanced Method for Active Power Flow Control in
Electric Power Interconnections

Dragan P. Popovíc

Abstract: This paper presents an advanced method for active power flow control by
use of static phase shifting transformer. It is based on non-standard load-flow model,
which enables more accurate evaluation of the relevant technical effects of phase shift-
ing transformer installation. For solution of the power flowcontrol problem defined,
the special fast decoupled procedure is developed. The highnumerical efficiency and
simplicity of this procedure has been established on the example of real intercon-
nection formed by the Electric Power System of Serbia and Montenegro, Romania,
Bulgaria, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Greece and Albania (ex Second
UCTE synchronous zone).
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1 Introduction

An important problem in modern Electric Power Systems (EPSs) is the provision of
the necessary level of operational security. In recent years, the increased practical
interest to this problem and corresponding new challenges are essentially due to
increased loading of EPSs, combined with a process of deregulation in electric
power market and restructuring of the power utilities.

Also, the processes above mentioned are very important and topical for all
countries in Southeast Europe, as well as for Serbia and Montenegro and its power
industry, according to the following facts:

•Reconnection the Second UCTE synchronous zone with the main part of the
UCTE grid.
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The Second UCTE synchronous zone was disconnected from the main UCTE
grid since 1992, due to war consequences in former SFR Yugoslavia. Since then,
there are only periodical island operations between the parts of these zones. The
present Second UCTE synchronous zone is consisted of the networks of Alba-
nia (AL), Bosnia-Herzegovina (eastern part, RS), Bulgaria(BG), FYR Macedonia
(MK), Greece (GR), Romania (RO), Serbia and Montenegro (SCG). The recon-
nection of the Second zone with the main UCTE grid is successfully made in 10
October 2004 [1].

•Establishment of Regional Electricity Market
According to the Memorandum of Understanding [2], all the countries from

South-east European region agreed upon the constitution ofa competitive Regional
Electricity Market (REM) in Southeast Europe. The proposedtime period for cre-
ation of regional electricity market is last up to year 2006.

Open access power systems need accurate transmission capacities evaluation
to guarantee secure operation for all transactions. In other words, electric power
markets need to know how much power can be transferred between certain points,
e.g. to know the real technical limitations of these power exchanges due to the set
of various network constrains.

In this context, the evaluation of cross-border transmission capacity [3, 4], as
well as the congestion forecast and congestion management have a great practical
importance [5,6].

It is well known that acronym FACTS [7, 8] has been adopted to describe a
wide range of power electronic based controllers, which arecapable to increase the
flexibility of EPS’s. In other words, to improve the transfercapability of transmis-
sion networks, while, at the same time, maintain acceptablelevel of reliability and
stability. The increased practical interest for these controllers is essentially due to
above mentioned increased loading of EPSs, combined with a process of liberaliza-
tion in electric power market, as well as to the actual trend in forming of acceptable
cost of these components.

This paper deals with the static Phase Shifting Transformer(PST), which be-
longs to category of series FACTS controllers, which have the possibility of con-
trolling power flow in the EPS’s. In [9], which related to the European practice,
for increasing the transfer capacity on critical lines, e.g. to eliminate the conges-
tions, the application of series FACTS controllers (as so call ”soft measures”, with
relatively small investments) is recommended.

In the past, several techniques have been proposed for the adjustment of phase
angle of PST. References [10–15] are only few from the long list of published work
in this area. In many papers is pointed out that the application of FACTS controllers
is practically made without generation rescheduling, except the minimal changes,
caused by the differences in power losses, se appeared by thechange in power flow.
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However, in conditions of open access electricity market and consequently,
evaluation of energy efficiency in transmission systems, where all relevant tech-
nical effects are evaluated, and further valorise, arises the important question how
to make a more accurate evaluation of relevant technical effects of installation of
PST, as a good base for further techno-economical analysis?In other words, it is
necessary, inter alia, to make a more accurate evaluation oflosses changes, as well
as to make a more accurate security assessments, specially in cases of big injection
losses (big production unit tripping).

It is evidently that the classical load-flow model (existence one reference node,
which at the same time play role of slack bus) for this purposeis not convinced.
The main reason for this is the facts that all the changes (including the active power
losses changes) are located to the only one generator (slack) node, what are oppo-
sites of the real operation practice.

In this paper an efficient power flow control method, e.g. the method for auto-
matic adjustment of a PST to reach the specified line flows is presented. It is based
on non-standard load-flow model, which enables more accurate evaluation of the
relevant technical effects. The effects of PST are represented by corresponding
injection model, with respecting the conductance of elements with PST. For solu-
tion of power flow control problem defined, a simple fast and reliable decoupled
procedure is developed, with evidentially low memory requirements, according to
the symmetry property of corresponding coefficient sub matrices. The efficiency of
method developed has been demonstrated on the example of existing electric power
interconnection in the Balkans (ex Second UCTE synchronouszone).

2 Formulation of Advanced Power Control Method

2.1 Generally

The general mathematical formulation of control problem considered is to found
control vector u, which satisfy the following two systems ofequations

FFF(xxx,uuu) = FSP (1)

GGG(xxx,uuu,ddd) = 0, (2)

uuu =∈UUU

wherex is the state vector, u is the vector of control variables (i.e. the phase shifter
anglesφ ) in region of permissible valuesU (−30◦ < φ < 30◦) andd is the vector
of so called demand variables.

The controlled active power flows on elements with PST are modelled by equa-
tions of form (1) (FSP is the vector of specified line flows). The equations of form
(2) represent the power system stationary state.
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2.2 Phase shifter injection model

The simplified phase shifter injection models (only active power injections) are
given in [10,11]. In [12–14], the extension of this model aregiven i.e. the reactive
injections are taken into account, but in all of above mentioned approaches, the
conductance of elements with PST are neglected. However, ifthe high accuracy of
calculation is required, the conductance of elements (especially for relatively short
lines) must be taken into account. For these conditions, thefollowing equations
represent the effects of PST, which is installed, on the beginning of elementk−m
[16]

Pck = −gkmV 2
k tan2φ −gkmVkVm tanφ sinθkm + bkmVkVm tanφ cosθkm (3)

Qck = gkmVkVm tanφ cosφkm + bkmV 2
k tan2 φ + bkmVkVm tanφ sinθkm (4)

Pcm = −gkmVkVm tanφ sinθkm −bkmVkVm tanφ sinθkm (5)

Qcm = −gkmVkVm tanφ cosθkm + bkmVkVm tanφ sinθkm (6)

k,m ∈ NC

whereNC is set of all terminal nodes of lines with PST,gkm andbkm are conduc-
tance and susceptanse of the elementk−m, φ is phase shifter transformer angle,t
is complex tap of PST:t = te jφ , wheret = 1/cosφ , θkm is phase angle difference
between voltage phasorsVk andVm.

Thus, the presence of PST on elementk−m can be simulated by increasing the
injections at the terminal busesk andm. In other words, the PST injection model
retains the symmetry property ofYbus matrix, which is evidently very important for
the practical computation, as well as for memory requirement aspects.

Next, in this context, the actual value of active power flowPckm on element
(line) k−m with PST can be expressed as

Pckm = gkmt2V 2
k − tVkVm[gkm cos(θkm + φ)+ bkm sin(θkm + φ)] (7)

k,m ∈ NC

2.3 The power flow control formulation

According to the general form of control problem considered, given by equations
(1) and (2), and according to the PST injection model given before, the following
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balance equations are actual

∆Pci = PSP
ci −Pckm = 0; i ∈ NCL, k,m ∈ NC (8)

∆Pi = PGOi − kpiδ f −Pi = 0, i ∈ NG (9)

∆Qi = QGOi + QGOi
VGOi −VGi

sViVGOi
−Qi, i ∈ NSV (10)

∆Pi = PGi −PLi(Vi, f )−Pi = 0 (11)

∆Qi = QGi −QLi(Vi, f )Qi = 0; i ∈ N/NC (12)

∆PC
i = PL(Vi, f )−Pi −Pci = 0 (13)

∆QC
i = QLi(Vi, f )−Qi −Qci = 0; i ∈ NC (14)

which satisfy the following constraints

PGmini ≤ PGi ≤ PGmaxi, i ∈ NG (15)

QGmini ≤ QGi ≤ QGmaxi, i ∈ NG (16)

where:
PSP

ci - specified line flows;
N - total number (set) of all nodes of the interconnected powersystem;
NG - total number (set) of generator nodes (NG ∈ N);
NSV - number (set) of generators with static voltage-reactive power characteristic
(NSV ∈ NG);
NL - number (set) of load nodes (NL ∈ N; NL = N −NG);
NC total number (set) of all terminal nodes of lines with Phase Shifting Trans-
former;
NCL total number (set) of controlled line flows;
PG0i - active power of the i-th generator in the initial steady-state;
kpi - primary frequency control constant of i-th generator;
∆ f = f − f0 - deviation of the quasi-stationary value of frequencyf from its initial
value f0;
QGOi, VG0i - reactive power and voltage at the ends ofi-th generator in the initial
steady-state;
sVi - droop of the static voltage-reactive power characteristic of thei-th generator;
Pi, Qi - injected active and reactive power;
PL(Vi, f ), QL(Vi, f ) - load active and reactive power at nodei, as a complex function
of the voltage at its end and the quasi-stationary value of the frequency.

It should be noted that in this case, as opposed to the usual approaches, the
upper and lower limits of active and reactive power generation are not constant,a
priori defined quantities, but rather corresponding functions of relevant state vari-
ables [17,18].
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Thus, the power flow control formulation includes nonlinearalgebraic equa-
tions withtwo groups of following unknown variables:

• vector of control variables -φφφ of dimensionNCL

• state vector which contains two subvectors -θθθ andVVV of dimensions(N −1)
and(NSV + NL) respectively, andscalar f .

In other words, we look for thecontrol vector φ (within of above mentioned
permissible values) in such way that the specified controlled line flows (8) and the
load flow equations (9)-(14) are satisfied., strictly respecting the constraints (15)
and (16).

According to the approach given in [19], the extension of control model is
made, introducing the evaluation of effects of primary frequency control (equations
(9)) and primary voltage control (equations (11)).

2.4 Solution method

The first step in the development the solution method is the application of the
Newton-Rhapson method [20], on the balance equations (8)-(14). Next, inspired
by [21], in forming the Jacobian matrice, the similarly justified assumptions and
simplifications, resulting from the “physical” nature of the problem, are introduced.
Thus, we obtained the following two decoupled linearized systems of equations
(naturally, only during one iteration), which are solved successively in accordance
with the sub iteration indicesk andl
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The elements of the all coefficient submatricesB′, B′
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have the constant values for a given network topology. SubmatricesB′
pθ , B′

pφ i B′
φ ,

of dimension(NCL)×(N−1), (N−1)×(NCL) and(NCL)×(NCL), respectively,
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have the following elements

b′pφki =
1

xkm

b′pφmi = −
1

xkm

b′pΘki =
1

xkm

bpΘmi =−
1

xkm

b′πki =
1

xkm

i ∈NCL, k,m ∈ NC

(19)

wherexkm is reactance of the elementk−m.

Next, submatriceFFF, of dimension(N −1)×1 has the folloving elements

FFF i =

{

Kpi for i ∈ NG

0 for i ∈ Nl
(20)

The square submatriceBBB′, of dimension(N −1) is identical to the correspond-
ing submatrice in the fast decoupled load flow method [21]. Also, the square sub-
matriceBBB′′, of dimension(NSV +NL), is identical to the corresponding submatrice
in above mentioned method. Only differences are in diagonalelements which cor-
respond to the generators with static voltage-reactive power characteristic (exten-
sion for quantityQGoi/(sViV 2

Goi)).

It should be pointed out, in relation to the approach given in[19], which is
based on classical load-flow model, now exist submatricesFFF andFFFr, which corre-
spond to the quasi-stationary value of frequencyf . Indexr indicates the reference
node (chosen arbitrarily), which has the fixed value of angle(usually zero value).
However, opposite to the classical load-flow model, where the referent node (intro-
duced due to the same reason elimination of singularity) is at the same time a slack
bus, all nodes play role of slack node. In other words, in restore of new steady-
state, participate all generator nodes (according to theirprimary frequency control
constants) and all load nodes (according to their complex function of the voltage
at its end and the quasi-stationary value of the frequency).This characteristic of
advanced method proposed is essential, because enables more accurate evaluation
of the relevant technical effects of installation of PST.

Evidently, the solution method developed is simpler than the recent approach
based on Newton type algorithm [15], but all the justified simplifications which are
introduced in forming the corresponding coefficient matrices have not disturb its
efficiency, e.g. its very good convergence, which will be demonstrate in next part
of this paper.
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3 Practical Application of Advanced Method

The first practical experiences in the application of the method developed have
been gained on an example of the synchronous parallel operation of the EPS’s of
Serbia and Montenegro (SCG), Romania (RO), Bulgaria (BG), former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia (MK), Greece (GR) and Albania (AL) (exSecond UCTE
synchronous zone).

All 400 kV and 220 kV networks of SCG (including 110 kV network), RO,
BG, MK were modelled, as well as the complete 220 kV network ofAL. The EPS
of GR was represented by a corresponding equivalent at the 400 kV and 150 kV
levels, with the exception of the Northern part, which was modelled in detail. Thus,
the real electric power interconnection with 1059 nodes (175 generators and 1413
elements) is modelled.

A good illustration of the convergence characteristics of proposed method is
presented in Table 1 which relates to the case when the PST areinstalled on the
beginning of 400 kV interconnecting lines Blagoevgrad (BG)- Thessaloniki (GR)
(∆Φ1) and Skopje (MK) - KosovoB (SCG) (∆φ2), with 400 MW and -300 MW
specified active powers, respectively. This table gives themaximum power mis-
matches (max|∆P| and max|∆Q|) and correction of frequency change (∆(∆ f )) dur-
ing the iterative procedure of solving the equations (17) and (18), as well as the
corrections of phase shifter angle of PST installed on before mentioned intercon-
necting lines.

From this table, it should be seen that after only 6 iterations, the demanded val-
ues of PST angles (22.426 and−15.516◦) for specified power flows are obtained.
Thus, the initial experiences in the practical applicationof the developed method,
which were gained on an example of real electric power interconnection, demon-
strate simplicity and fast and reliable convergence characteristic with evidently low
memory requirements.

Table 1. Maximum power mismatches, corrections of phase shifter angles and correction
of frequency change during the iterative procedure

Number of max|∆P| max|∆Q| ∆φ1 ∆φ2 ∆(∆ f )
iterations (MW) (Mvar) (◦) (◦) (10−4 Hz)

1 161.810 88.477 22.56 −14.95 3.8
2 35.844 14.628 -0.40 −0.38 −8.8
3 3.259 1.204 0.28 −0.18 2.1
4 1.135 0.500 -0.04 0.01 −0.2
5 0.209 0.250 0.02 −0.01 0.1
6 0.076 0.098 0.00 0.00 0.0

Table 2 gives the comparison between the results obtained bythe method pre-
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sented (upper indexn) and method, which is based on classical load-flow model
[19]. Those results relate to the case when the EES of Greece imports 700 MW
from EPS’s Serbia and Montenegro (350 MW) and Romania (350 MW), and SPST
are installed on the beginning of 400 kV interconnecting lines Blagoevgrad (BG) -
Thessaloniki (GR) and Skopje (MK) - KosovoB (SCG).

This table gives the ratios of changes (according to the state without this con-
trollers), of total active (∆Pg) and reactive (∆Qg) power losses and ratios of obtained
values of phase shifter angle of PSTφ1 andφ2 for four variants of specified active
power flow on above mentioned interconnecting lines. In variant A, on first line
is specified 500 MW, and on second−200 MW, in variant B, 400 MW and−300
MW, in variant C, 300 MW and−400 MW and, finally in variant D, 200 MW and
−500 MW.

Table 2. Comparison between the results obtained by the method presented
(upper indexn) and method, which is based on classical load-flow model

Variant
∆Pn

g

∆Pg

∆Qn
g

∆Qg

φn
1

φ1

φn
1

φ1

A 0.871 0.989 1.160 0.950
B 1.009 0.950 0.743 0.930
C 0.777 1.026 0.930 0.823
D 0.924 1.018 0.952 1.590

According to the given results, it should be seen the significant differences, es-
pecially between the reached values of phase shifter transformer angle. Therefore,
if the more accurate determination of values of phase shifter angle for specified ac-
tive power flow, is requirement, the application of approach, based on non-standard
load-flow model, which is near to the real operation practice, is necessary.

The differences in obtained results of steady-state security analysis are more,
especially in cases of big injection losses (e.g. big production unit tripping), ac-
cording to the above mentioned reason at classical load-flowmodel (existence one
reference node, which at the same time play role of slack bus). Naturally, that
was expected, because in the approach, which is based on non-standard load-flow
model, in restore of new, post-dynamic quasi-stationary state participate all gen-
erator nodes (according to their primary frequency controlconstants) and all load
nodes (according to their functions of voltage and frequency), what corresponds to
the real operation practice.

4 Conclusions

A possible way to form an efficient method for the automatic adjustment of a PST,
for specified active power flows through certain lines of electric power interconnec-
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tion, has been presented. It is based on non-standard load-flow model, in which,
opposite to the classical load-flow model, where the referent node is at the same
time a slack bus, all nodes play role of slack node. In other words, in restore of new
steady-state, participate all generator nodes (accordingto their primary frequency
control constants) and all load nodes (according to their complex function of the
voltage at its end and the quasi-stationary value of the frequency). This charac-
teristic of advanced method proposed is essential, becauseenables more accurate
evaluation of the relevant technical effects of installation of PST.

Apart from its simplicity and evidentially low memory requirements, according
to the symmetry property of corresponding coefficient sub matrices, the method de-
veloped is also characterized by fast and reliable convergence characteristics, which
were demonstrated on the example of the presently existing electric power intercon-
nection in the Balkans. According to these properties, the developed method would
be a useful tool for evaluation of all relevant technical effects of installation of PST
in real electric power interconnection as a good base for further techno-economical
analysis.
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